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SEER Rockdust
Endorsement & Invitation
I first became aware of SEER
Rockdust when I read Moira
Thomson’s 4 page article in the
Summer 2008 “Star and Furrow”
magazine that I receive as a
Member of the Biodynamic
Agricultural Association. It seemed
to make sense so I ordered a full
pallet and I am now a total convert.
Our home garden is up in the wilds of Cumbria. Just like the SEER Centre, it
is a difficult environment for gardening.
Since using SEER Rockdust
however everything has improved and I have witnessed the benefits listed on
the SEER Rockdust bags all starting to happen. Friends and visitors are all
amazed so I tell them the solution is very simple “If you want to grow
stronger, bigger, more pest resistant plants, with brighter flowers and
greener leaves, and everything you want to eat to taste a whole lot
better, then start using SEER Rockdust!”
I visited the SEER Centre and have since had Moira present as part of my
2009 and 2010 Community Action Nepal lectures. The Nepalese enjoy
mineral rich soils which are fed by glacial streams just like the Hunza people
described in Graham Harvey’s book, “We Want Real Food”. So, for 2012, if
you look on our website, www.canepal.org.uk Moira and Cammi are
welcome to display SEER Rockdust at any of our events and I will gladly
have them present to audiences wherever possible.
For all the reasons Moira and Cammi explain, from carbon
sequestration, to reduction in dependency on synthetic
fertilisers, to more nutritious healthier plants, I think it is high
time the mineral rich SEER Rockdust was available
throughout the UK and beyond, and using locally sourced
SEER endorsed dust wherever possible.
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